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Companion Cards for the Evolving Soul 

 

22. Hourglass 

 

Attribute: The card of patience. 

 

General Meaning: When the timing is right, divine timing, trusting the 

processes, it will happen when it is meant to. 

 

Soul Goal: To enjoy the current moment. 

 

 

 

The Hourglass contains the energy of patience and lets us know that all things will occur when the 

timing is perfect. The sand in the Hourglass falls in its own time and it’s not possible to make it flow 

faster or halt the flow until the last grain comes to rest (unless of course there’s a hammer involved!). 

Past life specialist Dr. Brian Weiss often says “you can’t push the river”. In other words, you can’t 

make things happen any faster, just because you might want something now and in the grand scheme 

of things, it may actually hinder your soul’s evolutionary progress. Impatience can sometimes arise 

from a fear that what your hoping for may not happen and wanting it NOW is requesting instant proof. 

The Hourglass teaches us that when it comes to growth, timing is everything. A gardener trusts the 

sunlight and has the patience to wait. She will put her efforts into watering and nurturing her crop. She 

does not dig up the seed to find out whether change is beginning to occur. She has learned to 

surrender to the processes and simply “allow”. 

Advice 

Trust in the processes in the same way a gardener trusts that the seed they’ve planted will eventually 

burst through the soil. In a similar sense, you are a wonderful work in progress and so it’s important 

to nurture and be patient with yourself. 

Consider that when you set an intention, it is like turning over the Hourglass. There ’s a process that 

must occur and each grain of sand has a role to play. If all grains attempt to squeeze through the 

narrow passage at once, a blockage can occur and progress will stop. Instead, a negotiation occurs 

so that all parts are equally considered and the desired result is achieved. Trust that you ’re exactly 

where you should be in this moment and know that things are being negotiated and orchestrated on 

your behalf by your “Unseen Team”. Yes indeed, you have an esoteric cheer squad working behind 

the scenes – pom poms and all! Your patience will be rewarded in good time and at the right time. 

 


